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ABSTRACT
The main objectives of this study were to identify the leading propagating patterns of
atmospheric variability over the Midwest, and to determine the relationships of these patterns
with Midwest precipitation. Complex Hilbert empirical orthogonal function (HEOF) analy-
sis was performed on daily mean 850-hPa horizontal moisture transport, 850-hPa tempera-
ture advection, jet relative frequency, and the difference between 850-hPa and 250-hPa vor-
ticity advection. Atmospheric fields were derived from the 6-hourly NCEP-NCAR reanalysis
on a year-round and within-season basis. Additionally, the HEOFs were phase-shifted to
maximize the correlation between the real part of the score series and area-weighted power-
transformed Midwest precipitation.
In the year-round analysis, the leading HEOF of combined jet relative relative frequency
and 850-hPa horizontal moisture transport captured the seasonal migration of the jet and at-
tendant low-level circulation features. The second HEOF showed high jet relative frequency
over the Midwest on the upstream side of a trough, and moisture transport from the Gulf of
Mexico into the Midwest. The leading within-season HEOF of combined jet relative relative
frequency and 850-hPa horizontal moisture transport showed a similar pattern in winter,
spring, and fall. In all seasons, the monthly mean scores of the leading HEOF of combined jet
relative relative frequency and 850-hPa horizontal moisture transport were better estimates of
Midwest precipitation than the Pacific-North American pattern, North Atlantic Oscillation,
and El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation teleconnection indices.
In addition, this study examined the relationship between the leading winter propagating
patterns of variability and lake effect precipitation over the Great Lakes region. Here, the
leading HEOF of combined jet relative relative frequency and 850-hPa horizontal mois-
ture transport was phase-shifted to maximize the correlation between the real part and a
lake effect precipitation fraction time series. The phase-shifted HEOF did not resolve the
mesoscale features of lake effect snow, but did position the synoptic-scale circulation so that
flow developed the expected northerly component over the Great Lakes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Global precipitation trends
Much of the literature regarding precipitation has focused on data averaged over large
areas that span the past 50 to 100 years. Trenberth et al. (2007) showed that trends in
global average precipitation anomalies derived from the 1900–2005 Global Historical Cli-
mate Network (GHCN; Vose et al., 1992) and 1901–2002 CRU TS 2.1 (Mitchell and Jones,
2005) datasets were statistically insignificant owing to the cancellation effects of regional
precipitation anomalies. For example, annual precipitation trends were positive over most of
North America and Australia, but largely negative over western Africa and South America.
Furthermore, these trends were sensitive to the time period used. During 1970–2005, annual
precipitation increased over much of western Africa, while most of North America showed
almost no trend, except for the southwest United States (U.S.) where precipitation decreased.
In addition, trends in precipitation totals may be misleading, since they do not tell whether
increases or decreases result from changes in precipitation intensity (individual events gen-
erating more or less precipitation than normal), frequency (more or fewer overall events in
a given interval), or a combination of the two. In fact, trends in frequency and/or intensity
may be present without a significant trend in mean precipitation. Karl and Knight (1998)
2addressed this issue by expressing the trend in total precipitation as the sum of the trends
in event frequency and intensity, and assessing both components for different precipitation
percentiles over eight subregions in the conterminous U.S. The study found that increases
in both the intensity and frequency of events over all subregions contributed to the upward
trend in annual precipitation over the conterminous U.S. Annual increases in intensity over
most of the subregions primarily resulted from increases in “heavy” (90th to 95th percentile)
and “extreme” (> 95th percentile) events. These findings agree with those of Groisman et al.
(2004) and Groisman et al. (2005), which showed statistically significant increases in days
with “very heavy” (> 99.7th percentile) precipitation for parts of the central U.S., with all of
the increase taking place after approximately 1970.
The incidence of extreme precipitation events has also been measured in terms of return
periods, or recurrence intervals. From 1931 to 1996, the frequency of 7-day events with
one-year return periods increased over a broad area extending from the Southwest northeast
into the north-central U.S., though only the trend over the northern Great Lakes region was
significant (Kunkel et al., 1999). Trends are similar for combinations of 1- and 20-year return
periods and 1-, 5-, and 30-day intervals (Kunkel, 2003). By approximating precipitation with
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distributions, DeGaetano (2009) found increases in the
precipitation amounts corresponding to 2-, 50-, and 100-year return periods (or, alternately,
decreases in the median return periods for certain precipitation amounts) over most of the
U.S., especially in the Northeast and western Great Lakes region. This was the case for both
partial-duration series (time series of varying lengths) and 30-year running series spanning
1950 to 2007, where changes were computed with respect to 1950–1979 return period values.
31.2 Regional precipitation and cyclone trends
Given the variability in precipitation trends and behavior, regional studies provide a
useful perspective. In addition to circumventing trend cancellation, regional analysis results
may have greater value in terms of practical application; engineers do not design structures
to withstand global mean values of rainfall, nor do farmers plant crops based on the annual
average precipitation over the conterminous U.S. Owing to the varying quality and extent of
data sets among regions, some locations are better suited for long-term precipitation analysis
than others. As such, this research focuses on changes in the Midwest U.S., as it has a
relatively dense precipitation network with most station data extending to at least the 1950s.
The Midwest also has the advantages of a lack of direct influence by tropical systems and
high terrain, making it easier detect relationships between precipitation and possible synoptic
scale driving mechanisms.
Taking into consideration the spatial scale of precipitation systems, Konrad (2001) found
that extreme precipitation computed from maximum mean 2-day precipitation totals in-
creased for small (2500 km2), medium (100,000 km2), and large (500,000 km2) events
over the Midwest (displaced somewhat west of the domain used in this study) from 1950
to 1996. Konrad (2001) also examined the seasonal distribution of the centroids of events
in the three size categories, and found that most large-scale events were concentrated in late
spring (MAM) and early summer (JJA), while about 60% of small-scale events occurred in
July and August.
Shifts in precipitation may also be tied to trends in occurrence or characteristics of
cyclones and storm tracks. The Midwest is collocated with a maximum in cyclone frequency
centered over the Great Lakes (e.g., Zishka and Smith, 1980; Reitan, 1974; Wernli and
4Schwierz, 2006). In winter, this area is part of two cyclone trajectories that extend from
Colorado and Alberta in the lee of the Rocky Mountains, while summer cyclones originate
near eastern Montana and tend to follow a path along the U.S.-Canada border (Zishka and
Smith, 1980; Isard et al., 2000). In addition, strong cyclones, defined as those with a central
pressure ≤ 992 mb, increased over the Great Lakes region on an annual basis from 1900 to
1990 (Angel and Isard, 1998). This increase was concentrated in the November–April cold
season, and occurred during 1900–1950 and 1985–1990. The frequency of all Great Lakes
cyclones, however, decreased prior to 1939, and exhibited no significant trend between 1966
and 1990. These results differ from those for the U.S. as a whole, in which 1905–1940 was
characterized by an increase in cyclone totals, followed by a decrease between approximately
1950 and 1985 (Reitan, 1979), then another increase through the mid-1990s (Agee, 1991;
Chagnon, 1995). Conversely, Hayden (1999) found no change in the frequency or intensity
of storm tracks over North America during 1885–1996.
Angel and Isard (1998) showed that monthly average precipitation had significant posi-
tive correlations with the frequency of strong cyclones during most of the cold season, as well
as September and August, over the 90-year period. Konrad (2001) also noted that late-spring
large- and medium-scale precipitation events were often associated with 500-hPa cyclones,
and that the upward trends in both categories paralleled the increase in North American
cyclone frequencies found in Key and Chan (1999). Similarly, Trigo and Davies (2000)
found decreases in 1979–1996 October–March northern Mediterranean precipitation were
associated with a reduced occurrence of intense cyclones.
In the northeast U.S., Bradbury et al. (2003) found that winter precipitation was re-
lated to the first two rotated principal components (RPCs) of cyclone frequency, both of
5which emphasized the influence of marine cyclones that commonly track along the East
Coast. However, neither of these RPCs exhibited significant trends; rather, the first RPC
was characterized by low-frequency variability associated with the Southern Oscillation
Index (SOI) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), while the second was related to
regional sea surface temperature (SST) patterns. Results from Hartley and Keables (1998)
revealed a similar East Coast cyclone track in composites of cyclonic activity for the seven
highest scores from the leading (unrotated) PC of New England winter snowfall. Though
decadal variability in the PC time series was related to regional SSTs as in Bradbury et al.
(2003), snowfall was not significantly related to the SOI. Furthermore, cyclonic activity
was enhanced over interior New England for high-score cases of general precipitation and
low-score cases of snowfall. The increased likelihood of snowfall associated with coastal
cyclones was attributed to the tendency of these systems to produce more low-level cold
advection into the area.
1.3 Regional influence of teleconnections
Teleconnections impact precipitation and its associated processes in the Midwest, partic-
ularly during winter months. Angel and Isard (1998) found that the Pacific-North American
(PNA) pattern was anticorrelated with strong cyclone occurrence over the Great Lakes during
November, December, and January. Likewise, an inverse relationship between precipitation
in winter months and the PNA index was documented over the Ohio River Valley (ORV)
(Coleman and Rogers, 2003) and the Midwest in general (Leathers et al., 1991; Serreze
et al., 1998). In addition, Isard et al. (2000) found that Great Lakes cyclones occurred more
frequently over Canada during the positive phase of the PNA, and over the southwest U.S.
6in the lee of the Rockies during the negative phase.
Precipitation is also influenced by the El Nin˜o–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), where El
Nin˜o events, characterized by warm SST anomalies in the eastern equatorial Pacific, are
associated with reduced precipitation over the Midwest, primarily in the vicinity of the
ORV during winter (e.g., Gershunov and Barnett, 1998a; Mo and Schemm, 2008; Becker
and Berbery, 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). Eichler and Higgins (2006) showed corresponding
changes in winter storm tracks, with the Midwest experiencing an increase in surface cyclone
frequency during La Nin˜a events. However, the results of Becker and Berbery (2009)
revealed a relative increase in the intensity of winter daily precipitation (1975–2005) over
the upper Midwest during El Nin˜o events, and a decrease in intensity over the ORV (their
Fig. 9).
The precipitation anomalies associated with ENSO in other seasons differ from those
in winter. While composites of SST anomalies in a study by Bates and Hoerling (2001)
depicted warm anomalies in the east Pacific during the 10 wettest spring (April–June) periods
in the central U.S., the overall correlation between central U.S. precipitation and Pacific SST
anomalies was not significant. Furthermore, no corresponding SST pattern was present in
the composite analysis for the driest springs. For summer, Higgins et al. (2007) showed
that portions of the upper Midwest experienced 5–10 % more days with precipitation > 1
mm, as well as greater accumulated heavy (> 90th percentile) precipitation, in JAS during
moderate–strong El Nin˜o events compared to La Nin˜a events (their Figs. 6 and 7, respec-
tively). Composite El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a difference maps in Mo and Schemm (2008) (their
Fig. 9) revealed similar patterns in daily precipitation anomalies during JAS and, to a lesser
extent, ASO.
7Decadal variability of Midwest precipitation is largely governed by the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO; Mantua et al., 1997), which is linked to ENSO (e.g., Gershunov and
Barnett, 1998b; Newman et al., 2003; Schneider and Cornuelle, 2005). The positive phase of
the PDO is defined by positive SST anomalies that extend from the Gulf of Alaska, along the
West Coast into the central equatorial Pacific (Mantua et al., 1997). This “warm horse shoe”
surrounds an area of cold SST anomalies in the central Pacific. From the 1950s through
the mid 1970s, the PDO tended toward a negative phase, followed by a predominantly
positive phase in subsequent decades (e.g., Mauget, 2003; Schneider and Cornuelle, 2005).
In general, a positive PDO phase corresponds to an increase in summer precipitation over
portions of the Midwest (Barlow et al., 2001; Higgins et al., 2007). Higgins et al. (2007)
also showed that the PDO accounts for most of the contribution of the observed difference in
precipitation in the central U.S. between the 1976–2004 and 1948–1975 periods, though the
significant area only includes the southwest portion of the Midwest (their Fig. 11). However,
Ault and George (2010) found that decadal variability only comprises a significant portion
(i.e., > 10%) of the variance in winter precipitation for a few locations in the U.S., including
Minnesota.
To summarize, positive trends in extreme precipitation frequency and intensity have
occurred over the Midwest during the past 50 to 100 years. However, most studies tend
to consider changes in precipitation separately from potential driving mechanisms, such
as shifts in cyclone occurrence, both of which are tied to ENSO and other patterns of
low-frequency variability. Overall, much uncertainty exists regarding the relationship among
precipitation, associated atmospheric features, and teleconnections in the Midwest. Further-
more, few studies have examined the relationship between propagating circulation patterns
8and regional precipitation. Thus, the main objective of this study is to bridge this gap
through detailed investigation of the propagating synoptic scale patterns of variability that




2.1.1 Precipitation and atmospheric fields
The Midwest was defined as the area bounded by 36◦–46◦N and 83◦–95◦W – essentially
the region encompassing the Upper Mississippi and Midwest subregions in Groisman et al.
(2004) and Groisman et al. (2005). Daily (00:00–23:59 UTC) total precipitation in mm from
1 December 1957 to 28 February 2009 was obtained from the Global Historical Climate
Network (GHCN) daily dataset available from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC;
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). A total of 150 stations within the Midwest were retained after
the inspection of all data, ensuring that no more than 10% of the measurements were missing
from any record.
Atmospheric fields described in subsections 2.2.2–2.2.4 were based on daily values de-
rived from the NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis (NNR) (Kalnay et al., 1996) provided by the Phys-
ical Sciences Division of the NOAA Earth Systems Research Laboratory (NOAA/OAR/
ESRL PSD) in Boulder, CO (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov). Six-hourly values were developed




Monthly mean values of two teleconnection indices were obtained from the Climate
Prediction Center (http://www.cpc.ncep. noaa.gov): the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO;
Barnston and Livezey, 1987), and the PNA (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981). Both teleconnection
indices were computed from the rotated principal components (e.g., Horel, 1981; Barnston
and Livezey, 1987) of standardized 500-hPa height anomalies based on the three-month
period centered on each month. The Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI; Wolter and Timlin,
1993, 1998) is defined based on the first unrotated principal component of combined sea
level pressure, surface u and v winds, SST, surface air temperature, and cloud cover over the
central Pacific from the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS). Bimonthly
MEI values were obtained from the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD (http://www.esrl. noaa.gov).
2.2 Derived variables
2.2.1 Area-weighted Midwest precipitation
Voronoi weighting was applied to the Midwest precipitation stations that were retained
following the initial quality control procedures. The process of constructing Voronoi dia-
grams is detailed in Aurenhammer (1991). For a particular station p, a polygon was drawn
around that station whose edges were closer to p than any other adjacent site. Fig. 1 shows
the Voronoi map for the Midwest stations. The bounds for the Voronoi mapping scheme
were extended beyond the Midwest to avoid errors in polygon construction that occur at the
edges of the domain. The area within the polygon defined the weight w applied to the station.
Thus, the area-weighted precipitation for the Midwest is given by
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Fig. 1: The region within the black box defines the Midwest. Dots show the locations of
precipitation stations, and thin lines indicate Voronoi polygons. Light gray shading indicates
Voronoi polygons included in the Midwest domain, and dark gray shading denotes the







where n is the number of stations in the domain. Shifting the Midwest latitude and longitude
bounds by ± 2.5◦ yielded precipitation time series correlated with P at r ≥ 0.95, meaning
that the results presented here are robust to realistically-sized changes in the definition of the
Midwest.
Since the precipitation time series was positively skewed, a power transformation was
applied to P (Fig. 2). The optimal power transformation was determined by minimizing the
d statistic (Hinkley, 1977)
d = |mean−median |
spread , (2)
and corresponded to raising precipitation to the power 1/4. The transformed Midwest precip-
itation time series (Fig. 2c,d) more closely approximated a Gaussian distribution than the raw
precipitation time series (Fig 2a,b). The trends in the raw and transformed precipitation time
series are 1.5×10−5 mm day−1(5.5×10−2 mm decade−1) and 3.2×10−6 mm0.25day−1 (1.2
×10−2 mm0.25 decade−1). Because of the large sample size (n = 18718), these small trends
are significant at α = 0.05 under bootstrapping.
2.2.2 Temperature advection and vorticity advection
Temperature advection at 850 hPa, denoted TA, (K s−1) and the difference in vorticity






































































































Fig. 2: Time series and histogram of P and P0.25. a) and b) correspond to P. c) and d)
correspond to P0.25. In a) and c), years are indicated at 01 January.
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closely related to geostrophic temperature and differential vorticity advection, which are
associated with large-scale vertical motion according to the traditional omega equation (e.g.,
Holton, 2004).
Upward motion, indicated by negative values of omega, is conducive to the formation of
clouds and precipitation in a sufficiently moist environment. Negative omega is diagnosed
when low-level geostrophic temperature advection and differential vorticity advection are
positive (i.e., geostrophic vorticity advection becomes more positive or less negative with
decreasing pressure). However, the geostrophic assumption overestimates the observed wind
in troughs and underestimates the observed wind in ridges. Thus, VA and TA were used
instead of omega to approximate large-scale vertical motion.
2.2.3 Jet stream relative frequency
The relative frequency of jet stream occurrence in the upper troposphere, denoted ˜C,
was derived from the surface of maximum wind (SMW), which is defined as the surface
passing through the greatest wind speed in each column from 500 hPa to the tropopause or
the upper bound of tropospheric jet streams extending into the lower stratosphere (Strong
and Davis, 2005). Use of the SMW rather than wind speed on a constant pressure surface
takes into consideration horizontal variations in jet-core pressure. In the example in Fig. 3,
filled circles denote the SMW at each latitude. Applying the method used in Strong and
Davis (2008), ˜C was computed by dividing the number of times a jet occurred at a grid point
by the total number of observations in a given time period.
The mean 1958–2008 ˜C pattern (Fig. 4) captures the seasonal shift in both the polar





















Fig. 3: Wind speed (m s−1), tropopause pressure (hPa), and the SMW along 90◦W. The solid
black line indicates the tropopause. Black circles indicate candidates for SMW pressures,
and filled red circles indicate the SMW. Areas containing speeds ≥ 25.7 m s−1 (50-knot) are
outlined in white.
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Fig. 4: 1958–2008 composite mean ˜C (filled contours) and qv (arrows) for a) DJF, b) MAM,
c) JJA, and d) SON.
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mean position of the eddy-driven jet, and a trough over the eastern U.S. reflects the frequent
occurrence of synoptic waves. In spring (MAM) (Fig. 4c), ˜C values decrease over most
of the contiguous U.S. as the eddy-driven jet migrates north, and the local maximum over
Mexico indicates the subtropical jet. ˜C is maximized over Canada in summer (JJA) (Fig. 4c),
and the seasonal minimum in synoptic wave activity is indicated by ridging over the central
U.S. In fall (SON) (Fig. 4d), relatively high ˜C values over eastern U.S. signal the return of
the eddy-driven jet. As in DJF, a mean trough over the eastern U.S. indicates an increase in
the occurrence of synoptic waves.
2.2.4 Horizontal moisture transport
To analyze horizontal moisture transport, the vector field qv ≡ (qu,qv) was calculated
at 850 hPa. qv yielded propagating patterns that were highly correlated with Midwest
precipitation during all seasons (Section 3.3). The vector field proved to be more useful than
the scalar moisture advection (−v ·∇q) because qv indicates the magnitude and direction of
moisture transport.
Though vertically integrated horizontal moisture flux is a more complete measure of
atmospheric moisture transport, its use would have had a minimal impact on the correlation
between precipitation and moisture transport, as most atmospheric water vapor is concen-
trated in the lower troposphere. Furthermore, the Great Plains Low-Level Jet (GPLLJ), an
important means of moisture flow from the Gulf of Mexico to the central U.S., is often
present at the 850-hPa level, though its peak wind speeds typically occur below it at approx-




Bootstrapping was used to test the statistical significance of all Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients (r) reported here. The process (e.g., Wilks, 1995; Horowitz, 2001) involves resampling
the data to empirically determine the sampling distribution of r. Bootstrapping makes no
assumptions about the shape of the distribution, and is thus suited for the precipitation data.
Bootstrapped samples were constructed by selecting n pairs of values with replacement
from a sample of n pairs, and r was calculated for each bootstrapped sample. A total of 1000
bootstrapped samples were developed for each correlation, and the α = 0.05 confidence
interval of the bootstrapped distribution was determined using the percentile method, where
the interval (100-α) was bounded by (1−α)/2 and α/2 (Efron, 1981). If the values that
defined the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the bootstrapped r distribution were of the same
sign, there was a 5% chance that the correlation coefficient arose from sampling variability
alone .
2.3.2 Empirical orthogonal function analysis
Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis, or principal component analysis, has
often been used in climate studies to objectively identify leading modes, or patterns, of
atmospheric variability. Traditional EOF analysis has many variations, all of which are
based on the process initially outlined in Lorenz (1956), which seeks to limit the size of
a data set such that only the factors that explain the most variance in the data are retained.
More specifically, the data are manipulated to create linear combinations of variables that
are uncorrelated with one another, and explain a large fraction of the variance in the original
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data set. Each linear combination is ordered so that the first combination explains the most
variance in the data, the second combination explains the second largest amount of variance,
and so on. The standard method of traditional EOF analysis is briefly outlined here to
establish notation that will be used to define a phase shift for complex Hilbert EOFs in
subsection 2.3.3.
Following the presentation in Jolliffe (2002) and Hannachi et al. (2007), EOF analysis is
performed by arranging a field measured at t = 1, . . . , n times and j = 1, . . . , p locations as
the n× p centered (zero time-mean) matrix
X = Xnp =


x11 x12 · · · x1p













xn1 xn2 · · · xnp

 . (3)
For EOF analysis performed on X, the objective is to find the coefficients of the vector








is maximized. This procedure is repeated for b2 = Xα2 through bp = Xαp, with the
stipulation that αTkαk = 1, and all z time series are uncorrelated. αk is referred to as the
kth EOF, and bk is the corresponding principal component time series (or “score” series).
Finding the vectors αk gives rise to an eigenvalue problem as follows. The p× p









(Xαk)T(Xαk) =αTk Sαk , (6)




k Sαk−λ [αTkαk−1] . (7)
Setting the derivative of (7) with respect to αk equal to zero yields
Sαk = λαk , (8)
showing that λ is an eigenvalue of S with corresponding eigenvector αk. The largest λ
maximizes αTk Sαk =αTk λαk = λ .
While EOFs may be determined by solving (8) in terms of S, performing a singular value
decomposition (SVD) on the centered data matrix X is more computationally convenient.
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The SVD of the n × p matrix X is
X = AΣUT , (9)
where Σ is a diagonal p× p matrix containing the singular values of X along its main
diagonal, A is an n × p matrix with left singular vectors in its columns, U is an p × p
matrix with right singular vectors in its columns, and p is the rank of X. In addition, the
columns of A and U are orthonormal, meaning ATA and UTU both result in the identity
matrix I.
The right singular vectors (columns of U) are the eigenvectors of S and the EOFs of X.
The square roots of the eigenvalues lie along the diagonal of Σ and are ranked in descending
order; hence, the first eigenvector explains the most variance in the data, the second explains
the second largest amount of variance, and so forth. The left singular vectors (columns of A)
are the score series.
2.3.3 Computation of Complex Hilbert Empirical Orthogonal Functions
While traditional EOF analysis is useful for identifying the leading patterns, or modes, of
variability within a data set, its inability to resolve propagating wave-like structures (Barnett,
1983) is a limitation. Complex Hilbert EOF (HEOF) analysis resolves propagating patterns
by complexifying the input data so that its imaginary part is the original data set phase shifted
in time by pi/2 as described later in this subsection (Barnett, 1983; Horel, 1984; Hannachi
et al., 2007). Here, HEOF analysis was applied separately to the detrended complexified
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qu11 · · · qu1p qv11 · · · qv1p



















qun1 · · · qunp qvn1 · · · qvnp

 . (10)
In addition, HEOF analysis was performed on the n × 2p matrices of the combined fields
of ˜C and qv, ˜C and TA, VA and TA, and VA and qv. Thus, eight HEOF calculations were
performed in total for three individual and five combined fields.
Since the variables have different units, the data were centered and standardized (i.e.,
the anomalies were divided by the standard deviation) to form a correlation matrix rather
than a variance-covariance matrix, resulting in a singular value matrix Σ with correlation
coefficients along the diagonal. The analysis domain extended from 20◦N to 60◦N and 60◦W
to 110◦W on the 2.5◦× 2.5◦ NNR grid. The HEOFs were not rotated because the domain
size was comparable to the scale of the circulation features of interest (Horel, 1981).
Following the notation in Hannachi et al. (2007), the standardized vector data field
spanning times t = 1, . . . , n at p locations
xt =
(
xt1, · · · , xt p
)T (11)
was complexified by the operation
yt = xt + iH (xt) . (12)
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yt was then arranged in the n× p matrix
Y =
(
yt , . . . , yn
)T
. (14)






where (·)∗ is the complex conjugate. The HEOFs
uk =
(
uk1, · · · , ukp
)T
, k = 1, . . . , p (16)
are, thus, the eigenvectors of R. The score series zk = Yuk is the projection of the data onto
the kth HEOF. Together, the real and imaginary parts of an HEOF provide a parsimonious
representation of a propagating pattern that would otherwise appear as two degenerate pat-
terns in quadrature in traditional EOF analysis (Hannachi et al., 2007). Here, it was verified
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that the phases of the first two traditional EOFs of the individual and combined fields of the
NNR variables were in quadrature.
2.3.4 Phase shift of complex Hilbert empirical orthogonal functions
Because it is complex, an HEOF has a spatial amplitude and phase, and its associated
score series has a temporal amplitude and phase. Since the phase is arbitrary, the real
and imaginary parts of an HEOF may by themselves depict patterns with little or no clear
relevance to variations at a fixed location like the Midwest. The HEOFs are thus phase-
shifted by the amount φk that maximizes the correlation between the real score series and
the precipitation time series. This differs from the method in von Storch et al. (1988),
which effectively maximizes the magnitude of the real part of the HEOF, and minimizes
the magnitude of imaginary part of the HEOF without using the correlations of each part
with an external variable.
The phase-shifted HEOF and associated PC are defined as
u˜k ≡ e
−iφkuk (17)
z˜k ≡ Yu˜k . (18)
The Voronoi weighted precipitation time series in vector form is
P =
(




and the scalar complex correlation between P and z˜k is
hk ≡
(P− ¯P)T (z˜k− ¯z˜k)
[(P− ¯P)T (P− ¯P)(z˜k− ¯z˜k)T (z˜k− ¯z˜k)]1/2
, (20)
where ¯P and ¯z˜k are n × 1 vectors containing the means of P and z˜k, respectively. Here,
the order of computation of the numerator is important, as (z˜k − ¯z˜k)∗T(P− ¯P) yields the
complex conjugate of hk. It can be seen from (17) and (18) that hk depends on φk, meaning
that maximizing the real part of hk will produce the desired phase shift. Considering that the
correlation of P and z˜k is
fk = hke−iφk = Re(hk)cosφk− Im(hk)sinφk , (21)
where Re(·) is the real part and Im(·) is the imaginary part, differentiating (21) with respect
to φk and setting the result to zero
∂Re( fk)
∂φk =−Re(hk)sinφk− Im(hk)cosφ = 0, (22)










< ˇφk < pi2 ; Re(hk) 6= 0 . (23)
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resulting in the phase shift
φk =
{
ˇφk if Re(hk) > 0 ,
ˇφk +pi if Re(hk) < 0 , (25)
since cos ˇφk > 0 for (−pi/2,pi/2).
To illustrate the utility of the phase shift φk, the leading HEOF of DJF qv is considered
as an example. Prior to the application of the phase shift in (17) and (18), the leading HEOF
of qv depicts a cyclonic circulation centered over the Midwest in the real part (Fig. 5a), and
northeasterly qv over the domain in the imaginary part (Fig. 5b). Most of the the absolute
value, or modulus, of the correlation between the unshifted HEOF (φ1 = 0) and P0.25 is
comprised of the imaginary part (Im(h1); Fig. 6, white square), and the negative sign on
Im(h1) is expected because the imaginary part of the unshifted HEOF (Fig. 5b) depicts
relatively dry flow from the Midwest toward the moisture source in the Gulf of Mexico.
Re(h1) (Fig. 6, gray square) has a smaller magnitude because the real part of the unshifted
HEOF (Fig. 5a) depicts weak qv with an anticyclonic circulation centered over the Midwest.
While the proportion of each part that contributes to the modulus depends on φk, the
modulus itself does not. Therefore, shifting the phase of this HEOF such that the correlation
27
Fig. 5: For the leading HEOF of DJF qv: a) the real and b) the imaginary part prior to
phase shifting, c) the real and d) the imaginary part of the phase-shifted HEOF. Units are
standardized.
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Fig. 6: Real (solid line) and imaginary (dashed line) parts of the correlation between P0.25
and the leading HEOF of DJF qv as a function of the phase shift φ1. The dotted line indicates
the modulus correlation. Gray and white squares indicate the real and imaginary parts of
the correlation prior to phase-shifting. Circles denote the real and imaginary parts of the
correlation with phase shift φ1 =−0.33pi .
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between DJF precipitation and the real part of the score series is maximized simplifies
interpretation of the HEOF, as all of the explanatory power of DJF precipitation resides
in the real part. In this example, the desired phase shift is φ1 = −0.33pi (Fig. 6, gray
circle). Centered between an upstream cyclone and downstream anticyclone, moist southerly
850-hPa flow is present over much of the Midwest in the real part of the HEOF (Fig. 5c),
which accounts for 45% of the variance in DJF P0.25. Since the imaginary part has zero
correlation with DJF P0.25 (Fig. 6, white circle), it is statistically irrelevant, serving only
to indicate the propagation of the pattern. All HEOFs in this thesis were phase-shifted to
maximize their real correlation with P0.25, and only the real parts of the phase-shifted HEOFs
are shown in subsequent sections for patterns with relatively simple eastward propagation
like those in Fig. 5. For patterns with other types of propagation (e.g., meridional), the real




Composite anomalies of the NNR-based variables for days with heavy precipitation,
defined here as precipitation in the 90th percentile of all days, for DJF, MAM, JJA, and
SON provide a first-order assessment of the large-scale environment on days with heavy
precipitation. The exit sector of an upper-level trough is present over the Midwest (Fig. 7)
with the largest positive ˜C anomalies centered northeast of the Great Lakes in DJF, MAM,
and SON. qv vectors depict a cyclonic circulation upstream of the Midwest and a downstream
anticyclonic circulation in all seasons, though the pattern is somewhat weaker in JJA.
Anomalous positive TA over the Midwest and strong cyclonic VA anomalies upstream
(Fig. 8) also define the 90th-percentile environment. As before, this pattern persists through-
out all seasons, but is weaker in JJA, particularly with regard to the positive VA anomaly
over the central U.S. Composite anomalies of 90th-percentile 850-hPa wind vectors (Fig.
9) are similar to the composite anomalies of qv, depicting southerly or southwesterly flow
over the Midwest between an upstream cyclonic circulation and downstream anticyclonic
circulation in all seasons. Positive column-total precipitable water anomalies are present over
the Midwest as well (Fig. 9), indicating the presence of high atmospheric moisture content
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Fig. 7: Composite anomalies of ˜C (shaded contours) and qv (kg kg−1m s−1, arrows) on days
with P0.25 in the 90th percentile for a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON. The zero contour
is in bold.
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Fig. 8: Composite anomalies of VA (s−2, contours) and TA (K s−1, shading) on days with
P0.25 in the 90th percentile for a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON. Dashed contours
indicate negative values, solid contours indicate positive values, and the zero contour is in
bold. The contour interval for VA is 0.4×10−9 s−2.
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Fig. 9: Composite anomalies of column total precipitable water (kg m−2, shaded contours)
and 850-hPa wind (m s−1, arrows) on days with P0.25 in the 90th percentile for a) DJF, b)
MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON. The zero contour is in bold.
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that is necessary for heavy precipitation. Using qv as a proxy for atmospheric moisture
rather than preciptable water is advantageous because it shows the pattern in the 850-hPa
wind field, and indicates the source region of the moisture in the Gulf of Mexico.
Overall, the 90th-percentile patterns depict large-scale dynamics that favor precipitation.
The increased likelihood of a jet suggests the presence of a synoptic cyclone and/or jet streak
which, when combined with sufficient atmospheric moisture, can enhance precipitation.
Likewise, positive TA and VA anomalies are indicative of increased instability and rising
motion in the vicinity of the Midwest, as in the presence of an upstream trough, which may
generate heavy precipitation.
By contrast, composite anomalies for dry days, defined as those with P0.25 in the 10th
percentile, show conditions the opposite of those for 90th percentile precipitation days.
Negative ˜C anomalies and a low-level anticyclonic circulation are located upstream of the
Midwest (Fig. 10). Northeasterly qv indicates the predominantly northerly flow and relative
lack of moisture over the center of the domain (Fig. 11). These features occur in conjunction
with anticyclonic VA located upstream of TA minima over the Midwest (Fig. 12).
3.2 The annual cycle of Midwest precipitation
EOF or HEOF analysis often begins with the removal of the seasonal cycle through
filtering, or focusing on individual seasons. Prior to separate-season analyses (section 3.3),
a year-round view is presented to illustrate the role of propagating patterns in the annual
cycle. The configuration of the real and imaginary parts in Fig. 13a,b indicates that the
leading HEOF (HEOF1) of combined ˜C and qv is a largely meridionally-propagating pattern,
and accounts for 16% of the variance in the combined field (Table 1). Year-round HEOF1
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Fig. 10: Composite anomalies of ˜C (shaded contours) and qv (kg kg−1m s−1, arrows) on
days with P0.25 in the 10th percentile for a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON. The zero
contour is in bold.
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Fig. 11: Composite anomalies of column total precipitable water (kg m−2, shaded contours)
and 850-hPa wind (m s−1, arrows) on days with P0.25 in the 10th percentile for a) DJF, b)
MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON. The zero contour is in bold.
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Fig. 12: Composite anomalies of VA (s−2, contours) and TA (K s−1, shading) on days with
P0.25 in the 15th percentile for a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON. Dashed contours
indicate negative values, solid contours indicate positive values, and the zero contour is in
bold. The contour interval for VA is 0.4×10−9 s−2.
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Fig. 13: The real and imaginary parts of HEOF1 and HEOF2 of combined ˜C (shaded
contours) and qv (arrows). a) and b) correspond to HEOF1. c) and d) correspond to HEOF2.
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Table 1: Percent of the variance explained by the first three HEOFs of the year-round NNR-
derived variables.
HEOF qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA, TA
1 15 29 17 12 16 16 12 12
2 11 10 8 5 10 9 8 5
3 9 7 6 5 7 5 7 4
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of combined ˜C and qv will be referred to as the “annual cycle HEOF”. The annual cycle
score series (Fig. 14a) clearly shows that this pattern follows the seasonal cycle of jet stream
migration shown in Fig. 4, with positive scores during the summer months reflecting the
northward displacement of the jet stream and enhanced moist southerly flow (Fig. 4c), and
negative scores corresponding to the opposite winter scenario (Fig. 4a).
The second HEOF (HEOF2) of combined ˜C and qv (Fig. 13c,d) accounts for 10% of
the variance in the combined field (Table 1), and strongly resembles the “storm” pattern
of the composite anomaly fields in Fig. 7. Year-round HEOF2 of combined ˜C and qv will
be referred to as the “storm HEOF”. Though the storm HEOF score series exhibits a large
amount of noise, scores are generally negative in the summer and positive in the winter,
indicative of the seasonal shift in the high-frequency variability associated with synoptic
waves. Together, the annual cycle and storm HEOFs account for approximately 25% of the
variance in the combined field, and are well-separated according to the North criteria (North
et al., 1982). The correlation coefficients between the annual cycle and storm HEOFs and
daily precipitation are 0.25 and 0.57, respectively.
High-frequency variability was removed from the annual cycle and storm HEOF score
series by computing the long-term weekly means (Fig. 15). Like the daily scores (Fig. 14),
long-term weekly mean annual cycle HEOF scores (Fig. 15b) are positive in JJA and negative
in DJF. The long-term weekly mean storm HEOF scores (Fig. 15c) are generally positive in
winter and summer, but tend to be negative during early-mid fall. Long-term weekly mean
P0.25 (Fig. 15a) closely follows the long-term weekly mean annual cycle HEOF scores (Fig.
15b), and the variance is generally aligned with the variance in the long-term weekly mean



















































































Fig. 14: Jan 1958–Dec 1963 of the score series of a) HEOF1 and b) HEOF2 of combined ˜C



























Fig. 15: Bold curves show the long-term weekly time series of the mean of a) P0.25, b)
HEOF1, and c) HEOF2 of the combined ˜C and qv fields. Light green shading defines areas
within the 10th and 90th percentiles. Dark green shading defines areas within the 25th and
75th percentiles.
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The long-term weekly mean and variance of the annual cycle HEOF scores were retained
as predictors in a backward stepwise regression onto long-term weekly mean P0.25 (statis-
tically significant at α = 0.05), and accounted for 69% of the variance in the regression.
However, the significant correlation between the long-term weekly variance of the storm
HEOF and long-term weekly mean precipitation (Table 2) indicates that the storm HEOF is
also an important component of the annual cycle of Midwest precipitation. In early-mid fall,
negative long-term weekly mean storm HEOF scores indicate that the field of combined ˜C
and qv projects negatively onto the pattern in Fig. 13c,d. Thus, ˜C values must be small or
negative, and/or qv must have dominant northerly component over the center of the domain.
Since the variance of the long-term weekly mean storm HEOF scores is positively cor-
related with long-term weekly mean P0.25, and most of the explanatory power of the storm
HEOF results from qv, it is unlikely that negative long-term weekly mean storm HEOF
scores result from predominantly negative qv. Rather, the negative storm HEOF scores
probably reflect the tendency for strong southerly low-level moisture transport and a low
occurrence of a jet over the Midwest in the fall.
3.3 Within-season Midwest precipitation variability
3.3.1 Relationship with jet stream probability
and horizontal moisture transport
In all seasons, HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv (Fig. 16) captures the ˜C pattern and propa-
gating low-level cyclone-anticyclone couplet present in the 90th-percentile composite anoma-
lies. HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv also resembles the storm HEOF from the year-long
analysis (Fig. 13c,d).
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Table 2: Correlation coefficients of the long-term weekly means and variances of year-round
combined ˜C and qv HEOF scores and P0.25. Mean is abbreviated “mn” and variance is
abbreviated “var”. Bold values are statistically significant at α = 0.05.
P0.25 mn P0.25 var HEOF1 mn HEOF1 var HEOF2 mn HEOF2 var
P0.25 mn 1
P0.25 var -0.559 1
HEOF1 mn 0.563 0.062 1
HEOF1 var 0.906 -0.567 0.522 1
HEOF2 mn -0.006 -0.006 0.048 -0.334 1
HEOF2 var 0.622 0.126 0.762 0.665 -0.220 1
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Fig. 16: HEOF1 of combined ˜C (shaded contours) and qv (arrows) for a) DJF, b) MAM, c)
JJA, and d) SON. The zero contour is in bold.
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In DJF, MAM, and JJA, P0.25 has the greatest correlation with the combined ˜C and qv
HEOF1 score series (Table 3). Correlations are strongest in DJF and MAM and weakest in
JJA. In other words, the pattern that explains the most variance (Table 4) in combined ˜C and
qv in JJA is a poor estimate of precipitation variability, even though similar HEOFs have
comparatively robust relationships with precipitation in other seasons and the regressions
are all statistically significant (α = 0.05). The seasonal variation in the relationship between
HEOF1 of ˜C and qv and Midwest precipitation is visible in scatter plots (Fig. 17). Stratifica-
tion of P0.25 in the scatter plots likely results from subjective bias in precipitation amounts
reported at Cooperative Observer Program (COOP) stations (Daly et al., 2007).
HEOF1 of qv alone (Fig. 18) is nearly identical to the qv field in HEOF1 of combined
˜C and qv. Both HEOFs are similarly correlated with P0.25 (Table 3), indicating that most of
the explanatory power in the combined field of ˜C and qv is derived from qv. HEOF1 of ˜C
alone (Fig. 19) resembles the annual cycle HEOF from the year-round analysis (Fig. 13a,b),
and has a low correlation with P0.25 in all seasons (Table 3). HEOF2 of ˜C alone resembles
the storm HEOF from the year-round analysis (Fig. 13c,d) in DJF (Fig. 20a) and SON (Fig.
20d). However, MAM (Fig. 20b) and JJA (Fig. 20c) are characterized by a zonal jet over the
central U.S., which is accompanied by ridging in JJA.
3.3.2 Relationship with vorticity advection
and temperature advection
The leading HEOF of combined VA and TA (Fig. 21) captures aspects of a propagating
synoptic wave. The loadings are similar to the composite anomalies in Fig. 8, except that
the local maximum in warm advection is somewhat broader and oriented more north-south
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Table 3: Correlation coefficients of precipitation and the leading HEOFs of the within-season NNR-derived variables. All values are
statistically significant at α = 0.05.
DJF MAM
P0.25 qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA, TA P0.25 qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA,TA
P0.25 1 1
qv 0.670 1 0.663 1
˜C 0.132 0.179 1 0.248 0.240 1
TA 0.571 0.825 0.047 1 0.576 0.807 0.147 1
VA 0.471 0.750 0.078 0.757 1 0.495 0.719 0.100 0.726 1
˜C, qv 0.674 0.986 0.285 0.806 0.736 1 0.673 0.977 0.400 0.775 0.672 1
˜C, TA 0.590 0.817 0.149 0.955 0.749 0.835 1 0.618 0.797 0.447 0.911 0.655 0.846 1
VA, qv 0.653 0.986 0.158 0.852 0.848 0.969 0.843 1 0.652 0.977 0.200 0.841 0.841 0.943 0.807 1
VA, TA 0.565 0.852 0.070 0.959 0.909 0.834 0.928 0.911 1 0.577 0.831 0.134 0.945 0.909 0.788 0.857 0.908 1
JJA .1 SON
P0.25 qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA, TA P0.25 qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA,TA
P0.25 1 1
qv 0.406 1 0.579 1
˜C 0.226 0.324 1 0.180 0.187 1
TA 0.316 0.586 0.121 1 0.569 0.756 0.181 1
VA 0.318 0.451 0.085 0.561 1 0.444 0.650 0.068 0.600 1
˜C, qv 0.426 0.972 0.479 0.536 0.404 1 0.564 0.957 0.392 0.749 0.600 1
˜C, TA 0.377 0.685 0.603 0.723 0.403 0.774 1 0.534 0.692 0.551 0.862 0.555 0.819 1
VA, qv 0.412 0.981 0.283 0.674 0.583 0.937 0.703 1 0.595 0.978 0.159 0.800 0.787 0.926 0.707 1
VA, TA 0.357 0.610 0.112 0.926 0.817 0.555 0.668 0.731 1 0.563 0.781 0.150 0.945 0.879 0.754 0.801 0.870 1
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Table 4: Percent of variance explained by the first three HEOFs of the within-season NNR-derived variables.
DJF MAM
HEOF qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA, TA qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA,TA
1 20 17 19 14 15 12 16 15 17 15 16 13 13 10 14 13
2 9 10 8 5 8 9 7 5 10 11 8 6 9 7 7 5
3 8 8 7 5 7 6 6 4 8 8 6 5 7 6 6 4
JJA SON
HEOF qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA, TA qv ˜C TA VA ˜C, qv ˜C, TA VA, qv VA,TA
1 14 12 10 8 11 8 11 7 16 18 17 13 13 12 13 13
2 9 10 6 5 7 7 6 4 9 11 8 6 9 9 7 5








































Fig. 17: Scatter plots of P0.25 (mm0.25) vs. score series for HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv
for a) DJF, b) MAM, c), JJA, and d) SON.
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Fig. 18: HEOF1 of qv for a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON.
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Fig. 19: HEOF1 of ˜C for a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON.
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Fig. 20: HEOF2 of ˜C for a) DJF, b) MAM, c) JJA, and d) SON.
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Fig. 21: HEOF1 of combined VA (contours) and TA (shaded contours) for a) DJF, b) MAM,
c) JJA, and d) SON. Dashed contours indicate negative values, solid contours indicate
positive values, and the zero VA contour is in bold. The contour interval for VA is 0.01.
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in the HEOFs. The center of warm advection is also displaced slightly north of the 90th-
percentile location in JJA. In DJF, MAM, and JJA, HEOF1 of combined VA and TA has a
lower correlation with P0.25 than the leading HEOF of combined ˜C and qv (Table 3). In
SON, P0.25 is similarly correlated with all leading HEOFs except HEOF1 of ˜C and HEOF1
of VA.
3.3.3 Relationship with teleconnections
The PNA is one of the leading modes of variability in the winter Northern Hemisphere
500-hPa height field (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981). The positive phase of the PNA depicts a
wave train consisting of an anomalously strong Aleutian Low, positive height anomalies over
the western U.S., and negative height anomalies over the southeastern U.S. Both the PNA
and the MEI are significantly correlated with HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv (Table 5) and
precipitation (Table 6) during DJF, which may reflect a connection between the PNA and
the El Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomena (e.g., Namias et al., 1988; Trenberth,
1990; Blade´, 1999; Hannachi, 2010), though disagreement exists regarding the strength and
nature of this connection. However neither the PNA nor the MEI explain as much variability
in DJF Midwest precipitation as HEOF1 of qv (Table 6).
The correlation between the PNA and DJF P0.25 is in agreement with the results of
Leathers et al. (1991), which showed correlations ranging from about -0.40 to -0.50 between
the PNA and winter precipitation over the Midwest. Additionally, Rodiionov (1994) found
that composites of the 700-hPa height field for 14 winters with very high and very low
precipitation over the Great Lakes strongly resembled the positive and negative phases of
the PNA pattern, respectively. Coleman and Rogers (2003) also found that monthly mean
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Table 5: Correlations between monthly mean values of within-season HEOF1 of combined




DJF 0.245 -0.455 -0.332
MAM 0.095 -0.215 -0.064
JJA -0.072 -0.136 0.022
SON 0.138 -0.093 -0.057
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Table 6: Correlations between monthly mean P0.25 and teleconnection indices. Correlations
between monthly mean P0.25 and HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv are shown in the last column.
Bold values are statistically significant at α = 0.05.
Teleconnection
NAO PNA MEI HEOF1 of ˜C and qv
DJF 0.155 -0.407 -0.227 0.614
MAM -0.059 -0.229 0.052 0.530
JJA -0.268 0.037 0.144 0.486
SON -0.014 -0.188 0.064 0.462
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precipitation in the Ohio River Valley (ORV), most of which lies in the southeastern part
of the Midwest domain, is linked to the PNA during DJF. Defining the “ORV Index” as
the average standardized precipitation anomaly over all stations, the authors found that the
meridional component of 850-hPa moisture flux, denoted qv, was significantly greater over
the ORV for winters in the upper-most quintile of the ORV index compared to winters in the
lowest quintile. Furthermore, the pattern of the qv vectors in HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv
mirrors that of qv during the wettest winters, which has an axis oriented southwest–northeast
extending from the Gulf of Mexico to the eastern U.S.
The propagating wave associated with HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv (Fig. 16) projects
onto the trough upstream of the Midwest defined in the negative phase of the PNA (Wallace
and Gutzler, 1981, their Fig. 16). The centers of action in the ˜C field (Fig. 16a) are located
between the maximum and minimum in 500-hPa height anomalies over the U.S. in the
negative phase of the PNA (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981, their Fig. 16), as the enhanced
height gradient between the upstream trough and downstream ridge implies the presence
of a jet stream. This is in agreement with Strong and Davis (2008), which found that the
negative phase of the second EOF of winter Northern Hemisphere extratropical ˜C anoma-
lies, characterized by a merged jet stream over central North America, is associated with
the negative phase of the PNA. However, HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv is more highly
correlated with Midwest precipitation than the PNA, the MEI , or the NAO in all seasons
(Table 6) perhaps because it captures patterns associated with propagating regional waves
rather than hemispheric standing waves.
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3.4 Winter variability
Though HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv is a reasonable estimate of daily DJF precipitation,
the linear regression accounts for only about 45% of the variance in DJF P0.25. This results
in part because the HEOF analysis does not fully resolve mesoscale processes like lake effect
snow that occur during the winter. Because the domain includes stations near Lake Michigan,
Lake Superior, and Lake Huron, lake effect snow contributes to DJF precipitation.
Lake effect snow in the Great Lakes region often occurs following the passage of an
upper-level trough, which typically results in low-level north or northwesterly flow over the
lake surface. Provided that the lake is unfrozen, and that surface to 850-hPa lapse rate is
about 10◦–13◦C (e.g, E. W. Holroyd, 1971; Niziol et al., 1995), cold advection over the
lake results in upward heat and moisture fluxes, favoring the development of clouds and
precipitation (e.g., Rothrock, 1969; R.R. Braham, 1983); thus, the characteristics of a lake
effect snow environment in the Great Lakes region are effectively opposite those shown in
HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv. Additionally, these conditions (i.e., qv vectors pointing
south, southeast, or even southwest over the Great Lakes) are not depicted in the subsequent
four HEOFs.
Because the synoptic environment in which lake effect snow occurs is quite different
from the one that favors precipitation from mid-latitude cyclones, it is possible that a lake
effect pattern is present on days with large negative combined ˜C and qv HEOF1 scores.
Not surprisingly, anomalies for days in DJF with the 9 highest combined ˜C and qv HEOF1
scores (Figs. 22 and 23) generally resemble Figs. 7 and 8, with positive ˜C anomalies, south-
southwesterly qv, 850-hPa warm advection, and cyclonic VA over the Midwest. The 9
lowest combined ˜C and qv HEOF1 scores (Figs. 24 and 25) correspond to days with nonzero
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Fig. 22: ˜C (shaded contours) and qv (arrows) on the days with the 9 highest combined ˜C and
qv HEOF1 scores in DJF. The zero contour is in bold.
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Fig. 23: VA (contours) and TA (shaded contours) on the days with the 9 highest combined
˜C and qv HEOF1 scores in DJF. Dashed contours indicate negative values, solid contours
indicate positive values, and the zero VA contour is in bold. The contour interval for VA is
2×10−9 s−1.
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Fig. 24: ˜C (shaded contours) and qv (arrows) on the days with the 9 lowest combined ˜C and
qv HEOF1 scores in DJF. The zero contour is in bold.
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Fig. 25: VA (contours) and TA (shaded contours) on the days with the 9 lowest combined
˜C and qv HEOF1 scores in DJF. Dashed contours indicate negative values, solid contours
indicate positive values, and the zero VA contour is in bold. The contour interval for VA is
2×10−9 s−1.
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precipitation (Fig. 17a), but are characterized by the absence of a strong upper-level jet, by
weak VA, and by cold advection over Great Lakes, all of which are conducive to lake effect
snow. However, in most cases the direction of 850-hPa moisture transport does not depict the
north-northwesterly fetch that is associated with most lake effect snow events in the Great
Lakes region. Thus, the low-score cases do not offer conclusive evidence of a lake effect
snow environment.
Recall that the wave captured in the real part of HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv is
composed of two low-level circulations (Fig. 16). As noted in data and methods, the phase of
the HEOF is arbitrary, and may be adjusted to optimize correlation with an external variable
such as Midwest precipitation. However, the addition of pi to the phase of HEOF1 of ˜C and
qv in DJF depicted in Fig. 16a would reverse the moisture flow directions, resulting in the
northerly component of 850-hPa flow necessary for lake effect snow. In the next section, an
alternative phase shift for HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv was calculated to highlight how
lake effect snow relates to this propagating pattern.
3.4.1 Propagating patterns relevant to lake effect snow
A subset of stations was subjectively chosen to form a “lake effect” time series (Pl). The
stations were located in Michigan near the eastern sides of Lake Michigan and the southern
edge of Lake Huron downwind of the dominant northwest lake fetch (dark gray patches in







where w refers to the area weights in data and methods, and n is the number of Midwest
stations. The variable β is one if i ∈ L and zero otherwise, where L is the set of lake
effect stations (Fig. 1, dark gray shaded contours). Since lake effect snow tends to occur
in conjunction with large-scale subsidence, the remainder of the Midwest domain is unlikely
to experience precipitation during lake effect snow events, implying a relatively large Pl
value. As done for total Midwest precipitation, a 1/4 power transformation was applied to
Pl , yielding the transformed time series P0.25l . Pl is undefined on days for which P = 0.
The number of days with P0.25l ≥ 0.90 is around 7 per season over the entire period, and is
comparable to the climatology of days in DJF with snowfall > 1 inch (2.54 cm) at two sites
on the eastern side of Lake Michigan (Chagnon, 1968). Six winters of P0.25l are shown in
Fig. 26.
Composite anomalies for days with P0.25l ≥ 0.90 (Fig. 27a) show north–northeasterly qv
over the Midwest, including the Great Lakes region, implying weak moisture advection and
a dominant northerly component of the 850-hPa wind field, consistent with cold advection
over the lake surface as seen in Fig. 27b. As expected, the Midwest is in the exit sector of an
upper-level trough (Fig. 27a), and is experiencing strong cold advection (Fig. 27b).
Phase-shifting the leading HEOF of combined ˜C and qv to maximize correlation between
the real part of its score series and P0.25l moves the pattern in Fig. 16a approximately one-half
of a wavelength downstream, placing the Midwest in northeasterly qv and low ˜C (Fig.
28). However, the correlation of HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv with DJF P0.25l is only
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Fig. 26: P0.25l for DJF 1957/1958–1962/1963. Tick marks are every Jan 1.
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Fig. 27: Composite anomalies of a) ˜C (shaded contours) and qv (arrows) and b) VA (con-
tours) and TA (shaded contours) for days with P0.25l ≥ 0.90. The zero contours for ˜C and VA
are in bold. The contour interval for VA is 1×10−10 s−1.
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Fig. 28: HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv phase-shifted to maximize the modulus correlation
of the real part and P0.25l .
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0.20 (significant at α = 0.05). Though HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv does not clearly
resolve a lake effect pattern in the 850-hPa qv fields, the difference in φ1 between the
shifts corresponding to Pl and the Midwest precipitation timeseries is approximately pi as
anticipated.
Since the analysis domain is larger than the domain used to define lake effect precipitation
stations, features outside of the Great Lakes region likely have the greatest impact on the
direction of moisture transport. In fact, the magnitudes of the qv and ˜C loadings in Fig.
28 are relatively large over the Gulf of Mexico. Therefore, the phase shift that maximizes
the correlation between the real part of HEOF of combined ˜C and qv and P0.25l is probably
weighted toward the large positive ˜C and, more importantly, the large negative qv values over
the southern part of the domain. While reducing the latitudinal extent of domain of the HEOF
analysis to 40◦N–60◦N produces a northwesterly fetch over the eastern Great Lakes region
in HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv (Fig. 29), it does not increase the correlation between P0.25l
and the real part of the score series. In addition, the cyclonic circulation is also located north
and west of its position in Fig. 28, which suggests that the pattern is sensitive to the large
decrease in the domain size.
3.5 Summer variability
Owing to the northward displacement of the jet stream and storm track, summertime
precipitation in the central U.S. tends to result from isolated convective processes. In par-
ticular, mesoscale convective complexes (MCCs, Maddox, 1980) are responsible for a large
portion of summer rainfall in the Midwest (Fritsch et al., 1986). MCCs generally contribute
to the upper end of the precipitation distribution because of their relatively long duration and
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Fig. 29: HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv phase-shifted to maximize the modulus correlation
of the real part and P0.25l with the domain bounded by 40◦N-60◦N.
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high precipitation efficiency (Cotton et al., 1989). Furthermore, MCCs tend to form in moist
environments with low vertical wind shear, often downstream of a weak midlevel trough,
and are frequently preceded by a low-level jet (Maddox, 1983).
Anderson and Arritt (1998) noted similar conditions present during June and July 1993
– a period characterized by a large number of MCCs and persistent elongated convective
systems (PECs), where PECs are differentiated from MCCs by their shape. A robust low-
level jet and large-scale ascent were present in composites for both systems, though ascent
was somewhat stronger for PECs than for MCCs. The area of negative 500-hPa height
anomalies was also broader and centered farther east for PECs than for MCCs (their Fig. 8),
suggesting that more intense upper level dynamics are involved in the production of PECs
compared to MCCs. Results from Bell and Janowiak (1995) also revealed the presence of
a 200-hPa jet streak within a ridge centered over the eastern U.S., and an upstream trough
over the western U.S. during the 1993 Midwest floods. The right entrance region of the jet
streak maintained an average position over the Midwest and Plains, resulting in persistent
rising motion that likely assisted in the the development of the systems that generated much
of the heavy precipitation.
The qv field in HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv is a proxy for low-level moisture and the
GPLLJ, both of which are key components in the production of warm season precipitation.
Both the GPLLJ and MCCs tend to occur at night (e.g., Bonner, 1968; Maddox et al., 1982),
meaning that a large portion of summer Midwest precipitation is likely nocturnal, as well.
Using NNR data for MJJA 1985–1989, Higgins et al. (1997) showed that the presence of
nocturnal (00–12 UTC) jets was associated with a greater percentage of precipitation over
portions of the Midwest relative to the nocturnal mean, with the largest positive anomalies
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tending to shift south and east throughout the season (their Figs. 12 and 13). This is con-
sistent with shift in anomalies of vertically integrated moisture flux into the Midwest (their
Fig. 20), which closely resemble HEOF1 of qv in May and June. During July and August,
the cyclone-anticyclone couplet assumes a north–south position, and flow from the Gulf is
maximized over the southeast U.S. and ORV.
By comparing the ratios of 90th percentile precipitation associated with strongest jets
in July (PUpper90 ) to 90th percentile precipitation associated with the weakest jets (PLower90 ),
Monaghan et al. (2010) showed that the amount of nocturnal (0–4 LST) precipitation over




was impacted by the
position of the jet exit region, as well, with the strongest jets exhibiting the greatest values of
Pupper90
PLower90
for exit regions located north and northeast of the central Plains (their Fig. 6). These
results are consistent with the findings in Tuttle and Davis (2006), which, in addition to
linking jet strength to precipitation, identified the exit region of the GPLLJ as an area of
convergence, instability, and potential frontogenesis.
Thus, one of the primary reasons for the weak relationship between HEOF1 of combined
˜C and qv and summer precipitation is its inability to resolve differences in the strength of the
GPLLJ, which exhibits both diurnal and month-to-month variability, and is partly dependent
on the strength of the upper-level jet. Because HEOF1 emphasizes the strongest features of
the qv field, it is likely describing the GPLLJ in early summer, based on the month-to-month
changes in the moisture flux field in Higgins et al. (1997). The positive ˜C anomalies present
in the combined HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv (Fig. 16) also indicates the propensity of
HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv to highlight a robust GPLLJ that occurs in conjunction with
fairly strong synoptic forcing, as in the case of PECs in Anderson and Arritt (1998).
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As a result, composites corresponding to the 9 highest and lowest combined ˜C and qv
HEOF1 scores are highly variable. While qv anomalies are generally southerly (Fig. 30) and
TA tends to be anomalously positive (Fig. 31) over most of the Midwest in the high-score
cases, no primary pattern emerges in the low-score cases (Figs. 32 and 33). Furthermore,
˜C anomalies are overwhelmingly positive regardless of the score sign, while VA anomalies
occur nearly equally in either case.
The strength of upper-level winds has been shown to influence the intensity of the GPLLJ
as well. Composites of 200-hPa zonal wind and streamlines for strong GPLLJ events in Mo
and Berbery (2004) (their Fig. 13) show a speed maximum (> 24 m s−1) over the Great
Lakes region embedded in a ridge with the entrance region aligned with the exit sector of
the GPLLJ. Conversely, weak GPLLJ events are characterized by slower zonal winds, with
a ridge over the central U.S. and a downstream trough centered over the Midwest. Similarly,
Byerle and Paegle (2003) found that JJA vertically integrated moisture flux, 700- and 850-
hPa wind, and precipitation over the central U.S., including parts of the Midwest, were
positively correlated with 200-hPa zonal wind, particularly over the region encompassing
the Rockies.
This is supported by Trenberth and Guillemot (1996), who found that Gulf moisture
transport was a critical component of the large-scale circulation during the 1993 Midwest
floods. However, it was the interaction of this moist flow with the southward shifted storm
track, enhanced jet stream, and antecedent soil moisture that ultimately favored sustained
heavy rainfall. Therefore, qv, or any measure of atmospheric moisture for that matter, must
be used in conjunction with other variables to definitively identify an environment conducive
to heavy precipitation (i.e., horizontal moisture transport into the Midwest collocated with
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Fig. 30: ˜C (shaded contours) and qv (arrows) on the days the 9 highest combined ˜C and qv
HEOF1 scores in JJA. The zero contour is in bold.
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Fig. 31: VA (contours) and TA (shaded contours) on the days with the 9 highest combined
˜C and qv HEOF1 scores in JJA. Dashed contours indicate negative values, solid contours
indicate positive values, and the zero VA contour is in bold. The contour interval for VA is
1×10−9s−1.
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Fig. 32: ˜C (shaded contours) and qv (arrows) on the days with the 9 lowest qv HEOF1 scores
in JJA. The zero contour is in bold.
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Fig. 33: VA (contours) and TA (shaded contours) on the days with the 9 lowest combined
˜C and qv HEOF1 scores in JJA. Dashed contours indicate negative values, solid contours
indicate positive values, and the zero VA contour is in bold. The contour interval for VA is
1×10−9s−1.
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positive ˜C anomalies embedded in a ridge, and negative or weak positive VA anomalies).
In all likelihood, JJA precipitation does not have one (or two) particular environments that
typify heavy precipitation events. Thus, the leading HEOFs may primarily be capturing the




Ultimately, the value of HEOF analysis lies in its ability to resolve propagating waves in a
few simple patterns. Furthermore, relationships between a single HEOF and one or multiple
time series are easily determined by adjusting the phase of the HEOF. While this partic-
ular analysis does not resolve any unexpected patterns of variability in Midwest regional
circulation, it does condense most of the variability corresponding to daily precipitation
into one HEOF, whereas traditional or rotated analysis would have produced two patterns
approximately pi/2 out of phase.
Both the composites and the leading HEOFs of ˜C, TA, VA, and qv provide a reasonable
representation of the environment conducive to precipitation in the Midwest. In addition,
the pattern depicted in the composites of dry days, which is effectively opposite that of 90th
percentile precipitation days, is implicit in the negative loadings of these HEOFs. Further-
more, the fact that the HEOFs were computed independently of the precipitation time series,
and the consistency in the patterns on different time scales, increases confidence that the
composite anomalies are not merely byproducts of the statistical methods used.
Year-round analysis of 1958–2008 daily average ˜C and qv derived from the NNR data set
over the Midwest produces the meridional migration of the jet and accompanying low-level
circulation inherent in the annual cycle of both variables in HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv
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(“annual cycle” HEOF). The weighted precipitation time series is most highly correlated
with HEOF2 of combined ˜C and qv (“storm HEOF”) which depicts a jet stream oriented
southwest-northeast over the central U.S., coupled with southerly 850-hPa flow into the
domain. Together, the annual cycle and storm HEOFs account for two-thirds of the variance
in the long-term weekly mean annual cycle of precipitation. Furthermore, the similarity be-
tween the storm HEOF and composite anomalies of ˜C and qv for 90th percentile precipitation
days indicates that the pattern is representative of actual atmospheric features associated with
heavy precipitation.
The within-season analysis of the NNR-derived data revealed that HEOF1 of combined
˜C and qv has the strongest relationship with precipitation. The loadings show the same
general wave feature present in the storm HEOF, which consists of a propagating cyclonic
circulation over the central U.S. and a downstream anticyclonic circulation located along the
East Coast, with moisture transport occurring from the Gulf of Mexico into the Midwest.
The correlation between HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv and precipitation is greatest in DJF
and MAM, with the linear regression explaining approximately 45% of the variance in daily
Midwest precipitation in both seasons.
Although HEOF1 of qv explains nearly the same amount of variance in P0.25, HEOF1
of combined ˜C and qv provides the most comprehensive view of the regional propagating
circulation features that influence precipitation because it indicates the position of the jet
stream, the magnitude of moisture transport, the moisture source region, and the properties
of the 850 hPa wind field. The latter is more informative because it provides additional
information about jet-level variations. In addition, the ˜C pattern may be compared with
teleconnection patterns in height or scalar wind fields.
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In addition, applying a phase shift that maximizes the correlation between P0.25l and the
real part of HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv in DJF shifts the pattern in HEOF1 of combined
˜C and qv approximately half of a wavelength downstream as expected in the case of a lake
effect snow environment. However, the direction of moisture transport is not aligned with the
fetch that is typical of most lake effect snow events in the Great Lakes region. The inability
of HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv to fully resolve the lake effect snow environment likely
results from the large weighting of circulation features over the Gulf of Mexico, which has
a larger influence on the correlation between the real part of shifted HEOF1 and P0.25l than
loadings over the Great Lakes region. Though adjusting the analysis domain of HEOF1 of
combined ˜C and qv from 20◦N–60◦N to 40◦N–60◦N produces northwesterly qv over the
eastern Great Lakes, the cyclonic circulation in the qv field is shifted north and west of its
original position, indicating that the pattern is sensitive to large changes in the domain.
Overall, the HEOF analysis presented here isolated the components of the regional cir-
culation that best explain Midwest precipitation resulting from propagating synoptic-scale
features. This is evidenced by the strong relationship between HEOF1 of combined ˜C and
qv and the PNA in DJF. As a result, HEOF1 of combined ˜C and qv has the strongest linear
relationship with DJF precipitation, and is weakly correlated with precipitation in JJA when
the jet stream shifts over the northernmost part of the domain and precipitation tends to
result from convective processes. Though horizontal moisture transport is still the most
important variable of the ones assessed in determining summertime precipitation, none of
the HEOFs clearly capture mesoscale features, particularly MCCs, that are the main sources
of precipitation during this time.
While combining qV with VA or ˜C results in a parsimonious representation of possible
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sources of this instability, such as cyclonic VA or the dynamic processes associated with the
jet stream, doing so produced HEOFs with more components than an analysis of a single
variable. Thus, it is likely that multiple HEOFs of combined upper and lower-atmospheric
features best approximate an MCC environment, with each one explaining a very small
portion of the total field variance.
In addition, limitations arose from the fact the NNR data set is model-generated, meaning
that it may smooth out mesoscale, or subtle large-scale, components of the flow that might
otherwise indicate conditions favorable for convection. Also, the use of daily mean values
of precipitation made it difficult to ascertain whether precipitation recorded on consecutive
days resulted from a single event spanning multiple days, or separate daily events. This
also produced uncertainty in determining the timing of precipitation with respect to the
occurrence of atmospheric phenomena captured by the HEOFs.
Future work could, therefore, address these issues by using a different reanalysis with
higher spatial and/or temporal resolution, such as the North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR), although the period of record only extends as far back as 1979. Another option
is to compare HEOFs obtained from 6-hourly NNR data to a subdaily precipitation data set
averaged over the same time period. Satellite or radar data could assist in the interpretation
of the precipitation data, although these sources are not widely available prior to the 1970s,
and often contain missing values. Whether different data are used or not, the methodology
applied in this study is easily adaptable to other regions, provided the precipitation network
over a given location is sufficiently dense.
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